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ON
8, 1950, on the campus of the University of New Mexico,
a combination Art Gallery, artist's studio and residence was formally opened
to the public. With this unit its founder, Raymond Jonson,hoped to bring·
before the public a vital presentation of his own creations as well as those of
other artists. Not only was it to be a place of exhibit but it was to be a place
to demonstrate that an artistic activity could and should be an important part
of a community life.
The Jonson Gallery is a two·level structure with the residence and-a mu·
seum and sculpture room at the 'street level. The lot contour allowed the
architects to develop the second level below the residence area. This level con·
tains the ~ain gallery, a studio, small
study, three storerooms, workshop and ga-The Jonson Gallery
rage. Adequate parking spa~e is at this
level in the rear of the buil~ing where
entrance also may be made. •
The Jonson Gallery was conceived and
projected into a plan by its founder in 1947.
asignificant decade
Thirteen years earlier, in 1934, Jonson 1 a
BY ED GARMAN
painter·artist, joined thefaculty of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico. Because of a long
and happy association with the University, he wanted to remain always a part
of it. Therefore he hoped that the University would become the final custodian
of his life effort. In this way the many works painted in the spirit of idealism
would become public property rather than'private which was more consistent
with his beliefs.
In formulating the project, Jonson was prompted by the belief that p:lUch
of his work warranted preservation and that under proper conditions could
serve a cultural function. He reasoned that it should be possible to e~olve a
permanent structure wherein an artist could work and his art be preserved,
seen and studied under proper conditions. Underlying this concept was the
conviction that art can be of tremendous importance.
Jonson had in mind an attempt to demonstrate an ideal environment as
regards space and the arrangement of that space for a painter. He felt that
he should attempt to establish a condition that not only planned for the fore, 57
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seeable care of art works, but should attempt to create an environment
wherein one might partake of the spiritual aura established by the work of
art. This not only seemed a worthy idea but an actual necessity.
The University accepted Jonson's idea early in 1948. The physical projec;.
tion then took two years to complete. Although the University allotted the
plot of ground for the project, Jonson was responsible for carrying out the
project from the ground up. He and Mrs. Jonson put all they possessed into
the project, but it would not have been possible without a major gift from
Adele Levis Rand and Frank C. Rand, Jr.
Finally the project as conceived was completed. At the time of the formal
opening, four distinct groups of art works out of the Jonson collection were
presented to the University as the nucleus and primary reason for the project.
The first group was a retrospective selection of 474 paintings by Jonson. The
second was a group of theater designs prepared during the period 1913-19
when Jonson was a part of the pioneering Chicago Little Theatre. The third
group represents studies of students who worked under Jonson since 1934 and
is now extended through 1954-the year Jonson was retired from teaching.
There are 350 of the latter. A fourth group of approximately 150 works represents a collection of works by other artists.
The p~ysical plan of the project has served many activities. In the ten
years of its existence· the gallery has·proved excellent for showing contemporary art. The ~ast schedule of exhibitions total 105; of these, 80 are by other
artists. The workshop has proved its worth in that over twelve hundred paintings were fraII1.ed there in addition to the many panels and cmvases prepared
there for painting. The studio in this same period has been the area of production for almost four hundred new paintings by Jonson, most of which will
be added. later to the retrospective group. The storerooms are excellent. The
means fot the preservation of works of art is well solved through the arrangement of storerooms, racks, methods of storing, and by glazing a great number
of works. '
The year l¢o not only celebrates the tenth anniversary of the Jonson
Gallery, but also the Golden Anniversary of the creative life of its founder.
It was in the fall of 1910 that the teenage Jonson "fell in love and was·
lost in a puddle of paint." In the following fifty years he wrestl~ the
multiple problem~ of giving form to that "puddle of paint."
58
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. With Jon~on, ~ was ~ot the business of making Pic~,
i es. He believed
It was some~g like creatmg a new rhythm, a new realitt. It was also an
attempt to realize something which could exist as pure expression.
He was interested in techniques, because in technique he found the most
effective method for carrying out a creative intention. Technique~cluded
purpose, knowledge, skill and' his own relationship ·to them.
He believed in a language of color and that in its infinities and multiplicities there was light, the energetic symbol 'of life.... He beli<wed in pure
personal creation and· worked to reach it at the highest possible level because
he believed it the whole point of being an. individual.
His significant work began in 1923. At
, that time he developed his basic
approach. He chose to call it "Design." At its most sophisticated it is the total
dynamic use of all the means pertinent toipainting in significant relationship'
to the artist's intentions. Beginning with] Earth RhythmsJ Cliff DwellingsJ
Variantsl and Syntheses; then the Digits Alphabet Series Spira/sl and Figurationslon to -the Triiogiesl and Cyclesl Cosmic Themes Chromatic .Contrasts
and Progressive Improvisations. There are major works of an isolated na~e
throughout his development. There is also an- outpouring of rich temp~ras,
watercolors and works done in an incomparable airbrush technique. Major
works continue to emerge as he moves into the later years with the poise of
a master.
,
The Jonson Gallery contains most of one man's lifetime of work, development and expression. At this time it is the major wealth of the gallerycollec..' tion. The hope has been that the Gallery and all that it contains would serve
~ the University students and faculty, the townspeople of Albuquerque and
visitors from:elsewhere as a place where the Arts, and particularly painting,
could, for a period, be looked at in peace.
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